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ABSTRACT: Near-field thermophotovoltaics (NFTPV) is a
promising approach for direct conversion of heat to electrical
power. This technology relies on the drastic enhancement of
radiative heat transfer (compared to conventional blackbody
radiation) that occurs when objects at different temperatures
are brought to deep subwavelength distances (typically <100
nm) from each other. Achieving such radiative heat transfer
between a hot object and a photovoltaic (PV) cell could allow
direct conversion of heat to electricity with a greater efficiency
than using current solid-state technologies (e.g., thermo-
electric generators). One of the main challenges in the
development of this technology, however, is its incompatibility
with conventional silicon PV cells. Thermal radiation is weak at frequencies larger than the ∼1.1 eV bandgap of silicon,
such that PV cells with lower excitation energies (typically 0.4−0.6 eV) are required for NFTPV. Using low bandgap III−V
semiconductors to circumvent this limitation, as proposed in most theoretical works, is challenging and therefore has never
been achieved experimentally. In this work, we show that hot carrier PV cells based on Schottky junctions between silicon
and metallic films could provide an attractive solution for achieving high efficiency NFTPV electricity generation. Hot
carrier science is currently an important field of research and several approaches are investigated for increasing the
quantum efficiency (QE) of hot carrier generation beyond conventional Fowler model predictions. If the Fowler limit can
indeed be overcome, we show that hot carrier-based NFTPV systemsafter optimization of their thermal radiation
spectrumcould allow electricity generation with up to 10−30% conversion efficiencies and 10−500 W/cm2 generated
power densities (at 900−1500 K temperatures). We also discuss how the unique properties of thermal radiation in the
extreme near-field are especially well suited for investigating recently proposed approaches for high QE hot carrier
junctions. We therefore expect our work to be of interest for the field of hot carrier science andby relying solely on
conventional thin film materialsto provide a path for the experimental demonstration of NFTPV energy conversion.
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near-field radiative heat transfer

Near-field thermo-photovoltaics (NFTPV) is a promis-
ing approach for direct conversion of heat to
electricity that was the subject of much attention

over the last 10 years1−13 but that still suffers from engineering
challenges that so far have prevented its experimental
realization. This technology is based on the drastic enhance-
ment of thermal radiation14−16compared to usual Stefan−
Boltzmann blackbody radiationthat occurs when objects at
different temperatures are brought to very small distances
(typically <100 nm) from each other. If at least one of these
objects supports a surface polaritonic resonance (through
coupling of electromagnetic excitations to either plasmon or
phonon) at infrared frequencies, this resonance can be
thermally excited and then couple with the adjacent object,
leading to strong evanescent radiative heat transfer.14−17 This
resonant coupling can make the heat transfer occur over a

quasi-monochromatic frequency distribution,17,18 while its
intensity can overcome the Stefan−Boltzmann law by several
orders of magnitude. These unique features could be used to
efficiently convert heat to electricity using photovoltaic (PV)
cells. For this purpose, a PV cell would be placed in extreme
proximity with a hot object that supports a surface resonance at
a frequency that matches its bandgap excitation energy (see
graphical abstract). Heat would then transfer to the PV cell
mostly in the form of photons that have sufficient energy to
excite electron−hole pairs and generate current. The heat-to-
electricity conversion efficiency of this technology6 could
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potentially outperform existing thermoelectric generators,19

thus providing an attractive solution for solid-state electricity
generation (e.g., for industrial or automotive waste heat
recovery, or small scale residential generation). Despite these
great promises, however, no experimental demonstration of
NFTPV was yet achieved (other than for the experimental
demonstration of a related “micron-gap” technology20 based on
nonresonant near-field coupling21).
One of the main challenges for the realization of NFTPV is

its incompatibility with conventional silicon-based PV cells. At
temperatures that are realistic for solid-state materials (i.e.,
<2000 K), Planck’s spectral distribution shows negligible
energy at frequencies greater than the 1.1 eV bandgap of
silicon. Even by enhancing heat transfer at frequencies greater
than 1.1 eV using near-field surface resonance effects,
calculations show that most of the thermal radiation between
any hot object and a silicon PV cell would still occur below 1.1
eV (due to conventional, blackbody-like, broadband thermal
radiation). This would translate to poor NFTPV heat-to-
electricity conversion efficiency since most of the thermal
photons (i.e., heat) reaching the PV cell would then have
insufficient energy (i.e., <1.1 eV) to excite electron−hole pairs.
Thus, a PV cell with lower bandgaps (typically <0.6 eV) is
desirable for NFTPV. However, performances of PV cells with
bandgaps below 0.4 eV are limited by high dark current, such
that the ideal bandgap range for NFTPV is typically 0.4−0.6
eV.
Most previous theoretical proposals are therefore based on

low bandgap III−V semiconductors which, despite promising
calculated performances, pose important challenges for
experimental progress on NFTPV and for its eventual
widespread application. The first complete analysis of a
NFTPV generator was proposed in ref 3 where >25% efficiency
and a 100 W/cm2 power density were calculated by considering
a 2000 K tungsten emitter and a GaSb PV cell separated by 10
nm. Subsequent reports calculated the potential effects of
absorption distribution inside the PV cell,4 of a backside
reflector to recycle low energy photons,9 of unwanted heating
of the PV cell,5 or of detrimental coupling of low frequency
surface phonons.11 While these reports focused on the
performances of existing InGaAs- or GaSb-based PV cells,
recent works provided a more generalized formalism6,12 and
estimated the performance limits of systems based on idealized
emitters and semiconductor PV cells. In ref 6 a 36% conversion
efficiency and a 14 W/cm2 power density were predicted (for a
600 K emitter temperature and a 10 nm emitter-cell
separation), which is significantly higher than the performances
of existing thermoelectric generators (typically <10% and <5
W/cm2 at comparable temperatures19). Despite these promis-
ing calculated performances, relying on III−V semiconductors
is a significant limiting factor for experimental progress on
NFTPV, and possibly for the eventual widespread application
of the technology. The need for a specially tailored III−V cell
with an unpassivated and perfectly flat front surface (required
for bringing the thermal emitter to <100 nm distance from the
junction), is by itself an important technical challenge that can
only be achieved by few specialized laboratories.20 Further-
more, one of the other main technical challenge of NFTPV
maintaining a sub-100 nm distance between parallel surfaces
subject to large thermal gradientswas recently overcome
using integrated micro-electromechanical systems
(MEMS).22−24 These solutions would be best suited for
integration with silicon-based PV technology, rather than III−

V, since MEMS technology is largely based on silicon and
silicon compounds. Finally, cost is another fundamental
consideration in energy conversion technologies, and it is not
clear that a technology based on expensive III−V epitaxial
crystal growth techniques would eventually become compet-
itive. There is therefore a high probability that an eventual
successful NFTPV technology based on III−V semiconductors
would be limited to niche applications, much like current III−V
solar cells or thermoelectric generators.
The focus of our work is therefore to develop an approach,

and to provide general design rules, for NFTPV energy
conversion based solely on conventional and widely available
deposited thin film materials. We rely on hot carrier Schottky
junctions to create silicon PV cells having excitation energies in
the optimal range (ϕb = 0.4−0.6 eV) for NFTPV. In these
junctions, carriers from the metallic film are excited above
Fermi level (hence the “hot carrier” designation) by incident
photons and can then overcome the Schottky barrier height
(ϕb), thus generating electrical power (see graphical abstract).
This carrier generation process generally obeys the Fowler
model,25 which typically yields insufficient quantum efficiencies
(QE) for energy conversion applications. We note however that
hot carrier science is currently an important topic of
research,26−32 and that several recent works26,28−31 point to
carrier generation conditions that could potentially allow the
Fowler model limit to be exceeded. We show that NFTPV
systems based on such junctions (i.e., with QE exceeding the
Fowler limit) couldafter optimization of their near-field
thermal radiation spectrumallow heat-to-electricity conver-
sion efficiencies exceeding that of existing solid-state solutions.
We provide general design rules for the spectral optimization of
such a system and show that it can be achieved with well-
known and widely available thin film materials (unlike previous
work relying on doped graphene junctions8). Furthermore, we
discuss how thermal radiation in the extreme near-field presents
unique properties that are especially well suited for
investigating recently proposed approaches26,28−31 for high
QE hot carrier junctions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
System Overview. In our approach (depicted in Figure 1)

the PV cell consists of a Schottky junction between a metallic
layer (TiSi2) and silicon. The barrier height (ϕb) of such
Schottky junction is analogous to the semiconductor bandgap
in a conventional silicon PV cell, but can take several different
values as a function of the materials used to create the
junction.33 For example, TiSi2a commonly used and well
characterized compound in integrated electronic circuits
forms a ϕb = 0.45 eV barrier height with p-type silicon,34 which
is within the optimal 0.4−0.6 eV range for NFTPV. Its optical
properties, as will be discussed in the next section, are also ideal
to maximize evanescent coupling with the infrared surface
resonance of the hot plasmonic light emitter. This plasmonic
emitter, made of indium-tin-oxide (ITO), supports a surface
resonance at a frequency ωres ∼ 0.6 eV slightly larger than ϕb in
order to maximize the flux of photons of energies larger than
the barrier height (the design of this emitter will also be
discussed in greater detail in the next section). These photons,
when coupling from the emitter surface to the junction metallic
(TiSi2) layer, excite charge carriers over the ϕb junction barrier
height, thus creating electron−hole pairs that are separated (see
Figure 1b) and converted to useful electrical power by the
junction.
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Our main goal is to maximize the overall heat-to-electricity
conversion efficiency (ηtot) of the system, which depends (1)
on the Q(ω) radiation spectrum between the two objects, (2)
on the junction quantum efficiency (QE), and (3) on the
efficiency ηjct with which the junction converts photogenerated
charge carrier pairs to electrical power:

∫ ∫η η
ϕ
ω

ω ω ω ω ω= ×
ℏ

· ·
ϕ ℏ

∞ ∞
Q QQE( ) ( ) d / ( ) dtot jct /

b

0b

(1)

Since controlling the QE of hot carrier devices is currently a
rapidly evolving field of research,26,28−31 we focus our analysis
here on how the electromagnetic design can impact the
efficiency of the system. Therefore, we will first set a frequency
independent QE at ℏω > ϕb. We will later review, in the
context of NFTPV, different approaches for achieving high QE
hot carrier generation. In this case, we can take QE out of the
integral in eq 1 and break down ηtot in separate contributions
that depend only on the PV cell efficiency (i.e, ηjct × QE) and
on the Q(ω) radiation spectrum between the hot emitter and
the cell (i.e., the integrals in eq 1, which we now denote as the
ηspec spectral efficiency):

η η η= × ×QEtot jct spec (2)

The ηspec spectral efficiency quantifies the fraction of radiated
photons having higher energy than the ϕb junction barrier, and
also accounts for the (ℏω − ϕb) energy loss that occurs when a
photon with ℏω > ϕb excites a charge carrier pair. It therefore
depends only on ϕb and on the Q(ω) radiation spectrum

between the emitter and the PV cell, and it is optimized by
making sure that most of the radiation occurs above, but
relatively close to, the excitation energy ϕb (e.g., ηspec = 100%
would happen for perfectly monochromatic illumination exactly
at ω = ϕb/ℏ). While ϕb strongly influences ηspec, it must also be
taken into consideration for the optimization of ηjct. As in
conventional solar cells, ηjct depends on the junction current−
voltage (I−V) response and is optimized by increasing ϕb.
Higher ϕb minimizes the reverse bias (i.e., “dark”) current,
which in turn maximizes the junction open voltage (Voc ≤ ϕb)
and ηjct. In the following sections, we will first maximize ηspec by
optimizing the radiation spectrum between the thermal emitter
and the PV cell. We will then calculate the overall efficiency
(ηtot) by calculating the junction I−V response under our
previously optimized near-field thermal radiation condition.

Spectral Efficiency. We maximize the ηspec spectral
efficiency by calculating (using the formalism described in ref
35) the near-field heat transfer spectrum (Q(ω)) between two
isotropic one-dimensional multilayer stacks. Q(ω) is the sum of
the spectra of propagating (Qprop) and evanescent waves
(Qevan), which are given by
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where Θ is the Planck mean oscillator energy:

ω ωΘ = ℏ
−ωℏT( , )

e 1k T/ b (5)

Thot is the emitter temperature, TPV is the PV cell temperature
(set to 293 K), kv = ω/c is the vacuum wavevector, kρ is the

wavevector parallel to the multilayer stacks, = − ρk k kz v
2 2 is

the perpendicular wavevector in vacuum, and d is the emitter-
cell separation. Remit and RPV are the amplitude reflection
coefficients of the individual multilayer stacks formed by the
emitter and the PV cell, respectively. These coefficients can be
calculated, using conventional optical multilayer formalism, as a
function of polarization (TE or TM), kρ, and of the ε(ω) layer
permittivities. Special care must however be given to numerical
instability when dealing with high kρ evanescent waves and
highly absorbing materials (see numerically stable solutions of
REMIT and RPV in Methods). Throughout this work, we always
calculate the heat transfer for both polarization and for both
propagating and evanescent waves. We note however that at the
very small distances of interest for our work, the heat transfer is
dominated by TM evanescent waves.
We first note that optimizing ηspec is especially challenging for

hot carrier NFTPV since, unlike in conventional PV cells, the
junction does not benefit from a strong change of its optical
absorption at the junction excitation energy (i.e., at ω = ϕb/ℏ).
In NFTPV systems based on conventional semiconductor
junctions, the semiconductor material selectively absorbs light
only at frequencies greater than the material bandgap. This

Figure 1. (a) Cross section of the hot carrier-based near-field
thermophotovoltaic generator considered in this work. The
indium-tin-oxide (ITO) layer supports a thermally excited surface
resonance at frequency (0.61 eV) slightly superior to the barrier
height (ϕb) of the TiSi2−silicon Schottky junction (0.45 eV). At
near-field distances, the ITO surface resonance couples with the
silicide layer and excites charge carriers above the junction barrier
height, thus generating photocurrent. The thickness of the ITO
film is tailored as a function of the separation to maximize the
efficiency. The tungsten layer acts essentially as a mechanical
support. The aluminum layer acts both as the junction back
electrode and as a back mirror that recycles low energy photons
back to the emitter. (b) Band diagram of the hot carrier generation
process on either p-type (left) or n-type (right) semiconductor.
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selective absorption, which results from the intrinsic property of
the semiconductor itself, makes the choice of the thermal
emitter material much less critical. In ref 3, for example, a
simple tungsten emitterwhich does not support a surface
resonance at a frequency matching the bandgap of GaSbis
found to allow similar efficiency and power density as an ideal
quasi-monochromatic surface resonant emitter (at 2000 K
temperature and d ≥ 10 nm). In refs 9 and 11 tungsten is also
found to be an appropriate emitter for lower temperatures as
long as a back mirror on the PV cell is used to recycle low
frequency radiation back to the emitter. In hot carrier Schottky
cells, however, the layer forming the junction with the
semiconductor is metallic and can therefore absorb light very
efficiently at all frequencies (including those below the junction
barrier height). An emitter supporting a surface resonance at an
frequency matching ϕb is therefore crucial in order to enhance
the emitter surface density of states,36 and hence the radiated
power, at frequencies greater than the junction barrier height.
We use ITO as the emitter material as it supports a surface

resonance in a frequency range (ωres ∼ 0.4−0.9 eV) that
matches the ideal barrier height (ϕb = 0.4−0.6 eV) for NFTPV.
For material permittivities (ε(ω)) described by a free electron
Drude model:

ε ω ε
ω

ω ω
= +

+ Γ∞

⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟i

( ) 1 p
2

2
(6)

surface resonance at the material−vacuum interface occurs for
Re(ε) = −1,36 and ωres is given by

ω
ε

ε
ω

ε
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ω=
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+ Γ ≈
+

∞

∞

∞

∞1 1res p
2 2

p
(7)

From eq 7, we note that we can obtain ωres at frequencies
matching ϕb using indium tin oxide (ITO), which typically has
ε∞ = 4, ωp ∼ 0.4−0.9, and Γ ∼ 0.1−0.15 eV6,37 as the emitter.
Other transparent conductive oxides,37−39 or titanium nitride-
based metamaterials,40 would also work but we choose to
consider ITO here for its wide availability, the ease with which
ωp can be adjusted by controlling the amount of oxygen during
deposition, and its proven high temperature stability up to 1400
°C.41 We also note that, although transparent conductive oxides
suffer from reduced charge carrier mobility at high temper-
atures (μ ∝ 1/T),42 this reduction can be expected to have a
limited impact on the plasmon damping rate (Γ). Extrapolating
for T > 500 K the experimental data presented in ref 42 yields <
50% temperature induced variations of μ (and hence of Γ ∝ μ)
for the temperatures of interest for our work. This is within the
range of typical μ variations resulting from other factors such as
film annealing and deposition conditions.43

For the Schottky junction metallic film, we use a metal
silicide alloy (i.e., TiSi2), rather than a pure metal, in order to
maximize optical coupling with the ITO resonance and
maximize ηspec. Near-field radiative heat transfer is maximum
when both materials involved support surface resonances that
overlap in frequency.36 The metallic film forming the junction
therefore has an important influence on the thermal radiation
spectrum and must be chosen to have a surface resonance as
close as possible from that of ITO. Several pure metals films,
when deposited on silicon, will form Schottky junctions with
barriers in the optimal ϕb = 0.4−0.6 eV range for NFTPV.
Metals however have very high ωp (5−15 eV44) due to their
very high density Ne of free electrons (ω ∝ Np e ) and

therefore offer poor optical coupling with the ITO resonance.
Metal silicides typically have lower Ne and ωp (2−5 eV45) and
therefore allow better coupling. We iteratively calculate the heat
transfer spectrum between ITO and several different metal
silicides from their permittivities available in the SOPRA
material database46 (we do not use a simple Drude model,
unlike for ITO, since such model is inaccurate for silicides for ω
< 1 eV due to non-negligible interband absorption47). We find
that TiSi2 yields the best coupling with ITO at ω ∼ 0.4−0.8 eV,
while forming an ideal ϕb = 0.45 eV barrier height with p-type
silicon.34 We subsequently compare the TiSi2 permittivity
found in the online database46 with published data45,48 in order
to ascertain its accuracy. We find as a general trend that silicides
with high electrical conductivity and low metal molecular
fraction (e.g., 33% for TiSi2) yield the best coupling with the
ITO emitter surface resonance and the lowest unwanted heat
transfer at frequencies below ϕb.
Having chosen both the emitter (ITO) and junction (TiSi2)

materials we finally fine-tune ηspec by investigating the effect of
other parameters such as film thicknesses, the exact ITO
permittivity, and the presence of other films in the emitter and
PV cell multilayer stacks. We optimize the plasmon frequency
of ITO (as can be done experimentally within the ωp ∼ 0.4−0.9
eV frequency range by controlling the amount of oxygen during
deposition37) and find ωp = 0.685 eV as the optimal value for
maximizing ηspec (with Γ = 0.12 eV and ε∞ = 4 fixed from
literature values6,37). We find that the effect of the silicon
substrate thickness is negligible for thickness greater than 20
μm, and that considering a metal back electrode (e.g.,
aluminum in our case, see Figure 1a) yields a small but
noticeable increase (∼2%) of efficiency by recycling some of
the lower frequency radiation back to the emitter. The TiSi2
film is set to be thin (10 nm) to allow hot carriers excited at the
silicide-vacuum surface to reach the silicide−silicon interface
before decaying.26 We observe that a thermal emitter consisting
of a thin ITO film yields higher ηspec than a semi-infinite ITO
bulk emitter. This is illustrated in Figure 2a, where a thin ITO
emitter deposited on tungsten radiates less unwanted energy at
frequencies below ϕb than a bulk ITO emitter (due to lower
effective absorption/emission length in a thin film compare to a
bulk). We consider tungsten as the mechanical support for the
ITO film for its high temperature stability, but other materials
such as silicon would yield comparable performances. As
observed also in ref 35, the ideal ITO film thickness in this case
is not constant but depends on the gap (d) between the objects.
This dependency is calculated in Figure 2b), from which we
note that fixing the ITO thickness to t ∼ 2d yields ηspec close to
optimal values for the distances of greater interest for our work
(i.e., d = 10−40 nm).
Using this fully optimized system, we achieve over 50%

spectral efficiency for gaps in the 10−30 nm range and
temperatures above 900 K (see Figure 3). Smaller distances
between the emitter and the PV cell yield better evanescent
coupling between the ITO surface resonance and the PV cell,
thus increasing both the spectral efficiency and the heat transfer
power. Higher temperatures also increase the spectral efficiency
as the blackbody envelope shifts to higher frequencies and
therefore yields a higher fraction of useful photons (see Figure
3a). In comparison, using tungsten only as the near-field
emitter (as for NFTPV based on semiconductor PV cells3,9,11),
would yield ηspec < 6% for a 10 nm gap at 900 K (see Figure 2).
We note also that the total effective power (total power × ηspec)
at 10 nm distance is 100× higher than the maximum achievable
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using a far-field blackbody (see Figure 3c). Interestingly, this
100× enhancement is stronger than obtained by considering
III−V PV cells since our metal silicide acts as a stronger light
absorber than a semiconductor (in ref 3 for example, 35×
enhancement is achieved using an idealized emitter and a GaSb
cell). This stronger enhancement could eventually relax the
distance requirement between the emitter and the PV cell
compared to system based on III−V cells.
Overall Efficiency. Having optimized ηspec (and consider-

ing, as discussed earlier, QE = 100% for ℏω > ϕb), we can
finally calculate the overall efficiency (ηtot) by calculating the
junction current voltage response (i.e., ηjct in eq 2). As for solar
cells, there is no simple closed form expression for ηjct, but the
total efficiency can easily be calculated numerically from the
current density (jcell) in the junction:

= − −j V j j( ) (e 1)qV k T
cell sc sat

/ B PV
(8)

where V is the voltage, kB is the Boltzmann constant, jsat is the
reverse bias saturation (i.e., “dark”) current, and jsc is the short
circuit current. The reverse saturation current must be kept as
small as possible in order to maximize efficiency and is given by

= *· ϕ−j A T e k T
sat PV

2 /b B PV
(9)

where A* is the effective Richardson constant (32 A/(cm2/K2)
for p-type silicon49). While we have set TPV = 293 K here for
simplicity, we note that eq 9 could be used for calculating the
effect of spurious heating of the junction under various heat
extraction conditions.5 The short circuit current results from
photogenerated carriers in the junction and is given by

∫ ω
ω

ω ω=
ℏ

·
ϕ ℏ

∞
j q

Q ( )
QE( ) dsc /b (10)

where q is the electron charge. Since we consider QE as
constant (for ℏω > ϕb) eq 10 can conveniently be rewritten as
a function of the total radiated power between the emitter and
cell (Ptot):

ϕ
η= · ·j

q
PQEsc

b
tot spec

(11)

This notation clearly outlines the importance of optimizing
ηspec to maximize the output current of the junction. Using eqs
8 to 11, we can calculate the electrical power output of the

Figure 2. (a) Heat transfer spectrum between the hot carrier PV
cell and various thermal emitters at T = 900 K and d = 10 nm.
Using a 20 nm thick ITO film deposited on tungsten as the emitter
allow a high flow of useful photons, but with a greatly reduced flow
of unwanted low energy photons (ℏω < ϕb) compared to a bulk
ITO emitter. (b) Spectral efficiency as a function of the ITO film
thickness, for various emitter-cell gap. The ITO film thickness that
maximizes the spectral efficiency increases with the gap.

Figure 3. (a) Optimized radiation spectra at 10 nm separation
between the emitter and the PV cell and comparison with
blackbody spectra at the same temperatures. Only photons with
energies higher than the ϕb barrier height can generate carriers in
the Schottky cell. (b) Spectral efficiency for different emitter
temperatures as a function of the distance with the PV cell. At
distances < 100 nm, spectral efficiency increases with smaller gaps
due to better coupling of the ITO surface resonance with the PV
cell. (b) Effective radiated power (i.e., total power × spectral
efficiency) between the emitter and the cell. Distances < 100 nm
allow significantly higher intensities than achievable using far-field
emitters (i.e., blackbody).
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junction (Pgen) by numerically finding the junction optimal
operation voltage:

= ·P V j Vmax( ( ))gen cell (12)

from which we finally obtain the overall efficiency:

η = P P/tot gen tot (13)

In the following results, we normalize ηtot by QE in order to
emphasize the strong influence of the QE on the overall
efficiency. This normalized efficiency can also be used to
approximate ηtot for any QE ≠ 100% value. This procedure
should however be seen as an upper bound approximation of
ηtot (unless QE = 100%). The rigorously exact value of ηtot for
QE ≠ 100% would be obtained by re-evaluating the numerical
solution of eq 12 in order to account for the effect of charge
density on the junction efficiency (i.e., higher charge density is
beneficial to the junction efficiency as also occurs, for example,
in solar cells under concentrated illumination). We find
however that this upper bound approximation is accurate
within 10% error for QE in the 50%−100% range.
When considering an idealized 100% QE for the Schottky

junction, our system reached overall heat-to-electricity
conversion efficiencies (ηtot) in the 10−30% range, and
power densities in the 10−500 W/cm2 range (see Figure 4).
This efficiency is significantly higher than the experimentally
reported performances of thermoelectric generators (<10%19)
and could therefore provide a competitive solution for high
efficiency solid-state conversion of heat to electricity. We also
note that our efficiency is comparable to the predictions of
NFTPV based on state-of-the-art III−V pn junction PV cells,3

despite the fact that we rely on a Schottky junction, in which
dark current is higher than in typical pn junctions. In our
configuration, however, the detrimental effect of high dark
current is compensated by the beneficial effect of higher
radiation intensity (caused by stronger absorption in the metal
silicide layer). As discussed above, this higher intensity
improves the efficiency as it also does, for example, when
solar radiation is concentrated on a solar cell.
While these results were obtained for the specific case of a ϕb

= 0.45 eV barrier height, other materials with slightly different
ϕb values could potentially yield similar or better performances.
To quantify the range of optimal ϕb values for future research
on hot carrier NFTPV, we simulate ηtot as a function of ϕb at
various emitter temperatures. For this simulation, we
approximate the radiation spectrum as a blackbody distribution
enhanced by a factor of 100 at ω > ϕb/ℏ, and by a factor of 20
at ω < ϕb/ℏ. Such approximation matches very well the spectral
efficiencies and the effective radiated powers obtained in Figure
3 (for d = 10 nm). Our simulation (Figure 5) clearly shows an

optimal range for ϕb between approximately 0.4 and 0.6 eV,
depending on the emitter temperature. Barrier heights lower
than 0.4 eV lead to very high dark current values (see eq 9) that
are detrimental to the ηjct junction efficiency, while increasing
the barrier height beyond 0.6 eV leads to a higher fraction of
radiation below the barrier height (i.e., lower ηspec spectral
efficiency). Interestingly, the optimal ϕb value increases with
temperature since the blackbody envelope shifts to higher
frequencies, thus allowing high ηspec spectral efficiencies for
higher ϕb values. This behavior should be accounted for when
designing NFTPV systems for a specific operation temperature.

Quantum Efficiency. Several approaches26,28−31 are
currently investigated for increasing the QE of hot carrier
devices beyond conventional Fowler model predictions, and (as
for several other applications of hot carriers) the feasibility of
our proposed NFTPV system will ultimately depend on the
outcome of these researches. We argue here that the
particularities of metal silicide junctionsand of thermal
radiation in the extreme near-fieldare especially well aligned
with several of these recently proposed approaches. The
conventional Fowler model25,27 for hot carrier emission in
Schottky junctions considers a free electron gas approximation

Figure 4. (a) Total conversion efficiency (ηtot) (normalized by the
quantum efficiency) of hot carrier NFTPV at different temper-
atures. With an ideal QE = 100%, the total efficiency is comparable
to NFTPV based on epitaxial III−V semiconductors and is higher
than experimental reports on thermoelectric generators.19 (b)
Generated power per module unit area, also normalized by the PV
cell quantum efficiency.

Figure 5. Ideal Schottky barrier height for different emitter
temperatures. For this calculation, the heat transfer spectrum is
approximated as a blackbody multiplied by a factor of 100 at
frequencies above the barrier height, and by a factor of 20 below
the barrier height. The ideal barrier height is in the 0.4−0.6 eV
range, below which the dark current (eq 9) degrades the
photovoltaic efficiency, and above which the fraction of radiated
power above the barrier height is too low (i.e., low ηspec).
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for the carrier density of states (DOS) in the junction metallic
layers, which leads to QEs that are fundamentally too low for
NFTPV. In this model, the DOS in the metallic layer is a
continuum, such that carriers can be excited from various
energy depths below the Fermi level (e.g., see n-type junction
energy diagram in Figure 1b). This depth adds to the ϕb barrier
that they must overcome to reach the semiconductor,26 thus
greatly decreasing the QE. Within this framework, even in the
best case scenario where the film is very thin (allowing multiple
interaction of an excited electron with the junction interface)
and nanostructured (to relax requirements on the excited
electron propagation direction26), QE is given by27

ω
ϕ
ω

= −
ℏ

QE( ) 1 b
(14)

which is insufficient for hot carrier NFTPV to reach
competitive performances. For example, at the 0.55 eV
emission peak in Figure 3a, QE would only be 20%, such
that ηtot in Figure 4 would be <4%.
Engineering the metallic layer DOS to differ from that of a

free electron gas is therefore one of the main approaches for
enhancing QE beyond the Fowler model limit, and we find that
this approach is highly compatible with silicide based NFTPV.
In this approach, the silicide DOS in Figure 1b would be
engineered to no longer be the continuum resulting from a free
electron model, but to show a sharp maximum just below the
Fermi level. More carriers would consequently be excited from
an initial energy that is close from the Fermi level and would
hence end up with enough energy to overcome the ϕb barrier
height, potentially leading to QEs close to 100%.26 A first
method for such DOS engineering consists of directly
identifying materials that present the desired discontinuities
in their DOS, or of creating such material by investigating
different alloys.26 This method has not been investigated in
much detail to date, and we point out that the great variety of
metals from which silicides can controllably be grown50,51 on
silicon, simply by annealing of thin metal films, could provide
the ideal platform to do so. The second method for engineering
the DOS has attracted more attention28,29 and consists of
discretizing the DOS in the metallic film by reducing its
dimension (instead of engineering the material itself26). Again,
we find that silicide-based NFTPV offers interesting oppor-
tunities for pursuing this direction. We first note that this
method is especially well suited for a systemsuch as ours
based on evanescent radiation. For systems based on
propagating waves (e.g., solar cells), reduced dimensions
impose a performance trade-off28 (i.e., a large metal absorber
allows high absorption, while small dimensions allow higher
QE). On the contrary, evanescent radiation naturally allows
strong absorption in very small dimensions (e.g., the 10 nm
TiSi2 layer in Figure 1a) and hence does not suffer from the
same trade-off. We note also that silicide formation by thermal
annealing of metal films can create high quality continuous
layers as thin as 2 nm,52 and that the silicide film in our junction
could easily be patterned to provide carrier confinement in the
transverse dimension. Moreover, we note that forming metal
silicides from metal thin films by thermal annealing consumes a
fraction of the underlying silicon substrate. As a result,
nanostructuring a metal layer before annealing would create
silicide nanostructures that are partially embedded in the silicon
substrate. Such embedding was experimentally proven to
enhance the hot electron emission process53 and could be
advantageous compared to other configurations. We finally

note that for any of these DOS engineering approaches, near-
field thermal radiation models4 can allow calculation of the
exact depth at which charge carriers are excited inside the metal
film, which could prove useful for a more detailed investigation
of electronic transport inside the junction.
Rather than engineering the whole metallic layer DOS, other

works show30,31 that hot carrier quantum efficiency could be
enhanced by favoring specific interband transitions in the
metallic layer, which we find is also a promising approach for
NFTPV. These works show that, even in noble metals, a simple
free electron gas model is not always appropriate for describing
hot carrier generation, and that the complete material band
structure should be considered. The authors consequently
point out that matching the momentum of plasmonic surface
excitation with the momentum change associated with a given
interband transition could be used to favor a specific transition
that maximizes the hot carrier generation process.31 One of the
main challenges in achieving this approach is the typically very
large momentum of charge carriers in solids compared to the
momentum of photons.26 In this context, our approach could
be advantageous since near-field thermal radiation is mediated
by photons having much higher momentum (ℏk) than free
space radiation (i.e., kρ > kv in eq 4). For example, for the 1300
K heat transfer spectrum in Figure 3a, 75% of the heat transfer
at the 0.55 eV peak frequency results from photons having kρ in
the 10kv−35kv range. Interestingly, the upper limit for this
range is tunable35 as it depends on the distance d, as kρ ∼ 1/d.
We finally note that various interband transitions in the silicide
layer could be also investigated simply by growing silicides on
silicon substrate having different crystallographic orientations.54

CONCLUSION
We provided general design rules for hot carrier-based NFTPV
and demonstrated the great potential of this technology for
solid-state electricity generation. Our work shows that hot
carrier-based NFTPV could allow conversion of heat to
electrical power with greater efficiencies than current thermo-
electric generators. Such technology could find applications for
waste heat recovery in vehicles and industries, or for small scale
(e.g., residential) electricity generation from alternative energy
sources. By replacing III−V semiconductors with simple and
widely available thin films, our work also provides a path that
could finally allow experimental progress on NFTPV, more
than 10 years after the original theoretical proposals.1−3 The
success of our approach, as for several other applications of hot
carriers, will ultimately depend on the advance of researches on
enhancing the QE of hot carrier devices beyond conventional
Fowler model predictions. We have reviewed recently proposed
approaches for reaching that goal and discussed how the
properties of thermal radiation in the extreme near-field provide
interesting research opportunities along those directions. We
also pointed out how the properties of metal silicideson
which we relied here mostly for their ability to optically couple
with near-infrared surface wavesare well aligned with these
QE enhancement approaches. We therefore expect our work to
be of interest for researchers working both on NFTPV and on
hot carrier science, and hence to create bridges between these
two fields.

METHODS
Numerical Calculations. Radiative heat transfer calculations are

carried by numerically evaluating the integral in eqs 3 and 4. For
evanescent waves (eq 4), the integral upper bound is set to kρ = 10/d.
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The amplitude reflection coefficients of the multilayer stacks formed
by the emitter (REMIT) and the PV cell (RPV) are calculated as a
function of parallel wavevector kρ and of the layers refractive indices
(n) using a numerically stable optical multilayer calculation algorithm.
For a multilayer stack comprising N interfaces (numbered from 1 to N
starting at the incidence interface) and N + 1 isotropic materials
(numbered from 0 to N), we denote medium 0 as the incidence
medium (vacuum in our case) and N as output medium (in our case
either aluminum for RPV or tungsten for REMIT, see Figure 1). The
effective amplitude reflection coefficient at the incidence interface (R1)
is calculated incrementally starting at the last (Nth) interface (i.e., j =
N − 1) using

=
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In eq 15, tj it the thickness of the jth layer, rj is the Fresnel reflection
coefficient of the jth interface, and kj = 2π/nj is the wavevector in the
jth medium. The interfacial Fresnel coefficients rj are given by eqs 16
and 17, respectively for TM and TE polarization:
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Equation 15 is evaluated incrementally starting at the last (Nth)
interface, all the way up to the incidence interface to obtain R1 (which
corresponds to either REMIT or RPV). The initial condition for this
incremental calculation is RN = rN. For these calculations, the refractive
index of silicon is set to a constant n = 3.45 value, the refractive index
of aluminum is approximated by a Drude model with parameters taken
from ref 55, and the refractive index of tungsten is taken from ref 56
and then extrapolated at long wavelengths using a Drude model fit (ωp
= 5.7 eV, Γ = 0.55 eV). The refractive indices of ITO and TiSi2 are
discussed in the main text (see spectral efficiency section).
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